
                          
 
 
 

MINUTES 
 

Forum Meeting 
Date: 09 May 2017 Time: 1900 Venue: VMR400 Training Room 

 
Attendance – As per signed register 
Minute Taker Glenn Norris 

New Members Marnie Keith, Jordan Lyon 
 

 
Visitors   -  QAS 
 
 
Apologies from the floor 
 
 
 

John Hammond, Luke Bamford, James McManus, Murray Excell 
 
Guy Coubrough, Tim Hutchison, Adam Watson, Bruce Watson 
  

 
 

 Presentations 
MAR Certificates – Various 
 
Recruit 
 
 
Crew 
 
Inshore Skipper 
 
First Responder Certificates 
of Recognition 
( Presented by John 
Hammond – QAS Gold 
Coast Area Assistant 
Commissioner 

 
 
John Kaus 
Enya Chong 
 
Fiona Roberts 
 
Andrew Milne ( Scozzie ) 
 
QAS presented these certificates to members who have completed the 1st 
Responder Training Program. This has been 2 years of study and training. 
 
Annie Erichsen 
Martin Walsh 
Matt Fitzpatrick 
Jayde Morris 
 
The QAS Local Ambulance Committee then presented QAS Asst Commisioner 
John Hammond with a $10,000 cheque to be given to the QAS Legacy Fund, with 
supports QAS families in need. 

MOMENTS IN HISTORY Greg Turner presented part 2 of his photo presentation of the old ASR Base at 
Southport Yacht Club versus the current VMR Base. 

 
3.0 Previous Minutes 
3.1 Nil Business Arising 
 PROPOSED   Alan Curtis       SECONDED  Roy Patterson                                        MOTION CARRIED 
 
 

5.0 Crew Reports 
5.1 Green 

Jo Schon 
 

2 crews this month. 1st crew 13/04/2017 – Good Friday.12 crew in attendance. Glenn Norris 
filled in. Very quiet day. Only 3 jobs but 2 of those were very lengthy, North Arm to Santa 
Barbara, and Wavebreak to Mermaid Waters. Transported the RSPCA to Tipplers to look for a 
wallaby with a reported broken leg. Not found. Lots of training undertaken.  Good crew 



 
5.0 Crew Reports 

2nd crew – 21/04/2017. 12 in attendance again. A few jobs 
Started the evening with a small vessel requiring assistance through the Seaway in the 
evening.  
Lots of training through the day. The Outrigger canoe race from Coolangatta to the Seaway 
met with some bad conditions at the Seaway entrance. 1 canoe rolled in the middle of the 
Seaway. MR1 was activated to tow the craft in, whilst MR2 retrieved the people from the water. 
Later in the day QAS requested transport to a jetski collision on the eastern side of 
Wavebreak. The female patient sustained a suspected broken pelvis. Patient transported back 
to VMR.  
Good crew 

5.2 White 
Dave MacDonald 
 

2 crews this month. 1st crew 22/04/2017. 9 people on crew 
Very quiet crew. Only 1 job late in the afternoon. Tow of a speedboat Coomera Waters to 
GCCM. Lots of training on crew.  
2nd crew. Mayday long weekend 30/04/2017. Only 8 people on crew 
Had a call from QAS in the evening to assist with a possible spinal injury job at Currigee. 
Patient transported to hospital. 
Very busy from late morning on. Had 7 jobs, 5 tows and 2 ungroundings all over the 
Broadwater. 
Good crew. 
 

5.3 Red 
Rob Sinclair 
 

2 crews this month. 1st crew Easter Saturday 14/04/2017. 10 people on crew. Glenn Norris 
filled in. Welcomed new member David Duic. Very busy crew. 
Started evening with a tow of a speed boat from Crab Island to Paradise Waters. A vessel was 
then reported drifting near the Grand. Vessel was secured. 
4 other small tows during the day, one to Riverlinks from Bums Bay. 
In the afternoon received a call from a fishing charter vessel 8nm offshore from the Seaway. 
Reported a passenger with severe seasickness. MR1 attended to find 4 passengers wanting 
transport back to shore due to illness. Ambulances were called to treat the patients, however, 
all left on their own accord after treatment by QAS.  
Good Crew. 
2nd Crew – 05/05/17. 10 crew in attendance. Scozzie and Jo Schon filled in. 
Had 4 jobs for the day, which was busy given the weather was windy and overcast. 
Two vessels became tangled up north of Wavebreak Island. MR2 secured both of these. 
There was a collision between 2 vessels in Bums Bay. One of the vessels was reported to be 
being driven erractically at the time. Water Police were notified of the situation. Late job of tow 
from Ephraim Is. To Jabiru Is. Boatramp. 
Good crew. 
 

5.4 Yellow 
Peter Barker 
 

3 crews this month. 1st crew, Easter Sunday 15/04/2017. 10 crew in attendance. Thanks to 
Merv for filling in. 9 jobs for the day, tows and jump starts from offshore to the Coomera River. 
In the morning received a call from a jetski rider saying his passenger had chest pain. Jetski 
came to VMR pontoon. In the end the jetski rider was taken to hospital with a cardiac problem 
and the passenger was fine. Rex towed a vessel in MR4 for 2 hours up the Coomera River and 
got a very hefty donation. 
2nd crew, ANZAC Day crew 25/04/2017. 8 crew in attendance. Was another very busy day.  
Crew attended Southport Dawn Service in the morning. Jobs constantly came in all day. 8 jobs 
in total. Rex undertook another lengthy job from Saltwater Creek to Monterey Keys in MR4. 
MR2 towed a 36ft Trimaran from Wavebreak Island to Runaway Bay. Late in the afternoon 
MR2 towed a vessel from the Measured Mile to Runaway Bay. 
Very good crew. 
3rd Crew – 06/05/2017. 12 crew in attendance. Trevor Park and Merv Handley came in during 
the day. Very quiet crew despite great weather. 
Did a dispersal in the morning and then only one other job, which was a tow of a 15 metre 
yacht from Bums Bay to the SYC. Lots of training. Annie successfully completed her Manouvre 
a Small Vessel exam. Good crew nonetheless. 
 

5.5 Black  
Glenn Norris 
 

2 crews this month . 1st crew 07/04/2017. 10 people on crew. 
Started the crew with a request from QAS to transport Paramedics to Sth Stradbroke Island 
where a male surfer had fractured his ankle. On arrival at the Timbers, the Straddie Ranger 
transported 2 x Paramedics and Glenn across the island on his Quad bike. It was dark and 
very windy and cold. The patient was in extreme pain so the Rescue 500 helicopter was 
activated. It landed on the Nth wall of the Seaway and the patient was carried from the beach 
to the helicopter. A very difficult exercise. Later reports indicated the surfer was lucky not to 
drown given his injuries. 
Weather was crappy for whole crew. Just a couple of other small jobs, a jumpstart at the 
Sundale Bridge and a jetski tow from the Main Channel to the Base boatramp. 
2nd crew 28/04/2017.  12 people on crew. Welcomed new member Montana. Very busy. 
Received a call in the evening of a vessel drifting with no-one aboard near Currigee. MR1 
attended and secured the vessel. WP notified, however, vessel rego was not matching Police 
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5.0 Crew Reports 

database, so identification was left in hands of WP. 
QAS called at 0300 to advise of a lady with abdominal pain on a houseboat near Couran. 
Transported 2 Paramedics to assist lady. Lady only insisted Police not be called. Transported 
back to VMR. Plenty of training in morning. Towed a vessel Aldershots to Jabiru Island 
boatramp. MR2 was called to investigate a vessel aground at Crab Island but too high out of 
the water to assist. 
At 1520 received a call from QAS to assist with a male who had fallen from the roof of a 
houseboat opposite Couran. Transported Paramedics, eventually finding vessel in Pimpama 
River. Located several people in water supporting a male with obvious spinal injuries. Very, 
very difficult job. Patient had broken neck, been submerged in water for a long period of time 
and was extremely hypothermic. Very delicately loaded onto MR1 and very slowly transported 
back to Grand Jetty under Police escort. Later found out the patient is now a quadriplegic. 
Very sad job but crew did a fantastic job given the circumstances. QAS extremely thankful to 
VMR. MR3 also assisted on job by transporting extra 1st Aid supplies required. 

5.6 Blue 
Martin Hood 

2 crews this month. 1st crew Easter Monday. 11 crew in attendance. Very busy crew. 
7 jobs. Received a call in the evening from QAS to assist a lady who had had a fall on a yacht 
at Crusoe Island. Bleeding was uncontrolled and the location of the laceration on the ladies leg 
was in a very serious location. VMR transported QAS who treated the patient. 
Received a call in the morning to a 55ft yacht that required a tow from the Deep Hole to 
Runaway Bay Marina. VMR requested that the Marina be closed off whilst they manoeuvred 
the yacht into its Pen. Very successful job with minimal disruption. 
Lots of small jobs in the afternoon, as everyone made their way home from the Easter 
weekend. 
Very good crew. 
2nd crew – 29/04/2017. 15 crew in attendence. Ken Gibbs filled in. 
7 jobs for the crew. Had an early morning tow of a 30ft sailing vessel from Australia Fair to 
SYC. Had another long tow from Pacific Fair to the Sundale boat ramp. Towed a 9M cruiser 
from Millionaires Row to Paradise Point. Scozzie did his Inshore Skipper assessment on 
Sunday afternoon. Passed with flying colours. 
2 small tows in the afternoon. 
Great crew. 
 

5.7 Callouts 
Merv Handley  

13 callouts for the month, 16 jobs. 
No major jobs, mostly tows, however there have been some large vessel tows. 
Seem to be having a few more grounded vessels than normal. 
 

   

   
 

6.0 Management Reports Action/Outcome Officer 
6.1 TREASURER Presented a Financial Report for the last month. Still 

doing very well.  
There have been several sales of no longer needed items 
on Gumtree. This has raised quite a bit of money for 
VMR. 
Membership income is very much on par with last years 
figures 
 

John Kaus 

6.2 SECRETARY Nothing to report Diana Gibson 
6.3 VICE PRESIDENT Been off injured with a busted knee for past couple of 

months. 
Over the past 6 months VMR Southport has totally 
upgraded its telephone system, an internet upgrade is 
now linking VMR to the SWT, however there are a few 
issues with this, and work is being done to create a new 
VMR Southport website. Its all been very busy, but this 
was very drastically overdue to happen. 
The Go-Pro cameras are not getting enough use. Please 
wear them on every job you go on. VMR needs the 
promotional footage. 

Martin Walsh 

6.4 SEARCH & RESCUE 
COORDINATOR 

Been a fairly hectic period with Easter etc. 4800L of fuel used 
for the month for just over 80 hours use of the boats. Fairly 
average. 

Merv Handley 
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6.0 Management Reports Action/Outcome Officer 

 
There has been 1 incident this month. Awaiting a report from 
the Skipper involved, then will be taken further if required. 
Very important that all incidents are reported, no matter how 
small.  
 
Still looking for Skippers and Crews for callouts. Any time you 
can give would be appreciated. 

6.5 RADIO OPERATORS 
CONTROLLER 

Absent Bev Weldon 

6.6 COMMUICATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

Advised that all the radios / communications gear is 
running well. 
Contact John with any problems. 

John MacDonald 

6.7 OPERATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

BOATS - All good - Fibreglass repairs to be done tommorrow 
on MR 1 and MR 2. 
 
Otherwise believe everything is going perfectly. 
 
 
SANCTUARY COVE BOATSHOW -  
 
Only 2 weeks away - All crews should know by now what 
days and what times they are working. 
All Duty Skippers will get an email on Friday to distribute to 
crews. This will cover everything you need to know, pickup 
points, uniforms to wear etc. 
If you need to make travel arrangements outside of the 
ordinary, you need to email me and let me know what you 
want. Happy to accommodate this but you have to put it in 
writing so I dont forget. 
 
Looking for a big effort, as always 
 
 

Glenn Norris 

6.8 COMMITTEE 
MEMBER 1 

Nothing to report Alan Coy 

6.9 COMMITTEE 
MEMBER 2 

Nothing to report Helen Stanfield 

6.10 PRESIDENT Advised that VMR Southport will not be responsible for re-
imbursing members who damage, lose or misplace their own 
personal computers, mobile phones etc while at VMR. VMR 
has its own property for the use of its members so this should 
be used, rather than members using their own personal 
items. Personal items should always be left securely at VMR. 

Dave Macdonald  

6.11 UNIT TRAINING  
CO-ORDINATOR 

Advised that MRQ are conducting Skipper revalidations at 
Southport in the very near future. A new updated 
assessment has been produced and will be distributed asap. 
This is not something to be worried about. 
The Senior Skippers have offered to convene a Tuesday 
night training session to prepare any Skippers for this. Let 
Ken know if you would like to participate. 
 
The monthly Tuesday night training schedule is on the 
Notice Board near the sign in book. 
If you need to do any modules make sure you check this to 
see course availability, then contact the Course Instructor to 
advise them you will be attending the Course. 
 
 
 
 
 

Ken Gibbs 

 
7.0 GENERAL BUSINESS ACTION BY 
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 Glenn Norris – VMR Golf Evening, Tuesday May 23, All welcome. Let me know if you would 

like to play. 
 
Anyone wanting uniforms, please see me after the meeting 
 
Merv Handley – There will be a State of Origin evening on Wednesday 31 May. Everyone is 
welcome. 1900hrs food, game on the big screen at 2000hrs. Members free, $10 non 
members. Bring the family. 
 
Items from the kitchens are still going missing. Please make this cease immediately or action 
will be taken. 

: 
 
Everyone! 
 
 
 
Webmaster 
 
New  
Recruits 

 
8.0 Lucky Door Prize – Scozzie 
 

Meeting Closed       22015 hours Next Meeting 1900 hrs on  Tuesday 06/06/17 
Minutes Signed           
 
Next Forum Minutes Keeper is – Glenn Norris 
Next Forum BBQ – YELLOW  CREW 
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MINUTES


		Forum Meeting



		Date:

		09 May 2017

		Time:

		1900

		Venue:

		VMR400 Training Room





		Attendance – As per signed register



		Minute Taker

		Glenn Norris



		New Members

		Marnie Keith, Jordan Lyon





		Visitors   -  QAS


Apologies from the floor



		John Hammond, Luke Bamford, James McManus, Murray Excell


Guy Coubrough, Tim Hutchison, Adam Watson, Bruce Watson


 





		

		Presentations



		MAR Certificates – Various

Recruit


Crew


Inshore Skipper


First Responder Certificates of Recognition


( Presented by John Hammond – QAS Gold Coast Area Assistant Commissioner

		John Kaus


Enya Chong


Fiona Roberts


Andrew Milne ( Scozzie )


QAS presented these certificates to members who have completed the 1st Responder Training Program. This has been 2 years of study and training.


Annie Erichsen


Martin Walsh


Matt Fitzpatrick


Jayde Morris


The QAS Local Ambulance Committee then presented QAS Asst Commisioner John Hammond with a $10,000 cheque to be given to the QAS Legacy Fund, with supports QAS families in need.



		MOMENTS IN HISTORY

		Greg Turner presented part 2 of his photo presentation of the old ASR Base at Southport Yacht Club versus the current VMR Base.





		3.0

		Previous Minutes



		3.1

		Nil Business Arising



		

		PROPOSED   Alan Curtis       SECONDED  Roy Patterson                                        MOTION CARRIED





		5.0

		Crew Reports



		5.1

		Green


Jo Schon




		2 crews this month. 1st crew 13/04/2017 – Good Friday.12 crew in attendance. Glenn Norris filled in. Very quiet day. Only 3 jobs but 2 of those were very lengthy, North Arm to Santa Barbara, and Wavebreak to Mermaid Waters. Transported the RSPCA to Tipplers to look for a wallaby with a reported broken leg. Not found. Lots of training undertaken.  Good crew


2nd crew – 21/04/2017. 12 in attendance again. A few jobs


Started the evening with a small vessel requiring assistance through the Seaway in the evening. 


Lots of training through the day. The Outrigger canoe race from Coolangatta to the Seaway met with some bad conditions at the Seaway entrance. 1 canoe rolled in the middle of the Seaway. MR1 was activated to tow the craft in, whilst MR2 retrieved the people from the water.


Later in the day QAS requested transport to a jetski collision on the eastern side of Wavebreak. The female patient sustained a suspected broken pelvis. Patient transported back to VMR. 


Good crew



		5.2

		White


Dave MacDonald




		2 crews this month. 1st crew 22/04/2017. 9 people on crew


Very quiet crew. Only 1 job late in the afternoon. Tow of a speedboat Coomera Waters to GCCM. Lots of training on crew. 

2nd crew. Mayday long weekend 30/04/2017. Only 8 people on crew


Had a call from QAS in the evening to assist with a possible spinal injury job at Currigee. Patient transported to hospital.


Very busy from late morning on. Had 7 jobs, 5 tows and 2 ungroundings all over the Broadwater.


Good crew.






		5.3

		Red


Rob Sinclair




		2 crews this month. 1st crew Easter Saturday 14/04/2017. 10 people on crew. Glenn Norris filled in. Welcomed new member David Duic. Very busy crew.


Started evening with a tow of a speed boat from Crab Island to Paradise Waters. A vessel was then reported drifting near the Grand. Vessel was secured.

4 other small tows during the day, one to Riverlinks from Bums Bay.


In the afternoon received a call from a fishing charter vessel 8nm offshore from the Seaway. Reported a passenger with severe seasickness. MR1 attended to find 4 passengers wanting transport back to shore due to illness. Ambulances were called to treat the patients, however, all left on their own accord after treatment by QAS. 


Good Crew.


2nd Crew – 05/05/17. 10 crew in attendance. Scozzie and Jo Schon filled in.


Had 4 jobs for the day, which was busy given the weather was windy and overcast.


Two vessels became tangled up north of Wavebreak Island. MR2 secured both of these.


There was a collision between 2 vessels in Bums Bay. One of the vessels was reported to be being driven erractically at the time. Water Police were notified of the situation. Late job of tow from Ephraim Is. To Jabiru Is. Boatramp.


Good crew.






		5.4

		Yellow


Peter Barker




		3 crews this month. 1st crew, Easter Sunday 15/04/2017. 10 crew in attendance. Thanks to Merv for filling in. 9 jobs for the day, tows and jump starts from offshore to the Coomera River.

In the morning received a call from a jetski rider saying his passenger had chest pain. Jetski came to VMR pontoon. In the end the jetski rider was taken to hospital with a cardiac problem and the passenger was fine. Rex towed a vessel in MR4 for 2 hours up the Coomera River and got a very hefty donation.


2nd crew, ANZAC Day crew 25/04/2017. 8 crew in attendance. Was another very busy day. 


Crew attended Southport Dawn Service in the morning. Jobs constantly came in all day. 8 jobs in total. Rex undertook another lengthy job from Saltwater Creek to Monterey Keys in MR4. MR2 towed a 36ft Trimaran from Wavebreak Island to Runaway Bay. Late in the afternoon MR2 towed a vessel from the Measured Mile to Runaway Bay.


Very good crew.


3rd Crew – 06/05/2017. 12 crew in attendance. Trevor Park and Merv Handley came in during the day. Very quiet crew despite great weather.


Did a dispersal in the morning and then only one other job, which was a tow of a 15 metre yacht from Bums Bay to the SYC. Lots of training. Annie successfully completed her Manouvre a Small Vessel exam. Good crew nonetheless.






		5.5

		Black 

Glenn Norris




		2 crews this month . 1st crew 07/04/2017. 10 people on crew.


Started the crew with a request from QAS to transport Paramedics to Sth Stradbroke Island where a male surfer had fractured his ankle. On arrival at the Timbers, the Straddie Ranger transported 2 x Paramedics and Glenn across the island on his Quad bike. It was dark and very windy and cold. The patient was in extreme pain so the Rescue 500 helicopter was activated. It landed on the Nth wall of the Seaway and the patient was carried from the beach to the helicopter. A very difficult exercise. Later reports indicated the surfer was lucky not to drown given his injuries.

Weather was crappy for whole crew. Just a couple of other small jobs, a jumpstart at the Sundale Bridge and a jetski tow from the Main Channel to the Base boatramp.


2nd crew 28/04/2017.  12 people on crew. Welcomed new member Montana. Very busy. Received a call in the evening of a vessel drifting with no-one aboard near Currigee. MR1 attended and secured the vessel. WP notified, however, vessel rego was not matching Police database, so identification was left in hands of WP.


QAS called at 0300 to advise of a lady with abdominal pain on a houseboat near Couran. Transported 2 Paramedics to assist lady. Lady only insisted Police not be called. Transported back to VMR. Plenty of training in morning. Towed a vessel Aldershots to Jabiru Island boatramp. MR2 was called to investigate a vessel aground at Crab Island but too high out of the water to assist.

At 1520 received a call from QAS to assist with a male who had fallen from the roof of a houseboat opposite Couran. Transported Paramedics, eventually finding vessel in Pimpama River. Located several people in water supporting a male with obvious spinal injuries. Very, very difficult job. Patient had broken neck, been submerged in water for a long period of time and was extremely hypothermic. Very delicately loaded onto MR1 and very slowly transported back to Grand Jetty under Police escort. Later found out the patient is now a quadriplegic. Very sad job but crew did a fantastic job given the circumstances. QAS extremely thankful to VMR. MR3 also assisted on job by transporting extra 1st Aid supplies required.



		5.6

		Blue

Martin Hood

		2 crews this month. 1st crew Easter Monday. 11 crew in attendance. Very busy crew.

7 jobs. Received a call in the evening from QAS to assist a lady who had had a fall on a yacht at Crusoe Island. Bleeding was uncontrolled and the location of the laceration on the ladies leg was in a very serious location. VMR transported QAS who treated the patient.

Received a call in the morning to a 55ft yacht that required a tow from the Deep Hole to Runaway Bay Marina. VMR requested that the Marina be closed off whilst they manoeuvred the yacht into its Pen. Very successful job with minimal disruption.


Lots of small jobs in the afternoon, as everyone made their way home from the Easter weekend.


Very good crew.


2nd crew – 29/04/2017. 15 crew in attendence. Ken Gibbs filled in.


7 jobs for the crew. Had an early morning tow of a 30ft sailing vessel from Australia Fair to SYC. Had another long tow from Pacific Fair to the Sundale boat ramp. Towed a 9M cruiser from Millionaires Row to Paradise Point. Scozzie did his Inshore Skipper assessment on Sunday afternoon. Passed with flying colours.


2 small tows in the afternoon.


Great crew.






		5.7

		Callouts

Merv Handley


		13 callouts for the month, 16 jobs.

No major jobs, mostly tows, however there have been some large vessel tows.


Seem to be having a few more grounded vessels than normal.






		

		

		



		

		

		





		6.0

		Management Reports

		Action/Outcome

		Officer



		6.1

		TREASURER

		Presented a Financial Report for the last month. Still doing very well. 

There have been several sales of no longer needed items on Gumtree. This has raised quite a bit of money for VMR.


Membership income is very much on par with last years figures



		John Kaus



		6.2

		SECRETARY

		Nothing to report

		Diana Gibson



		6.3

		VICE PRESIDENT

		Been off injured with a busted knee for past couple of months.

Over the past 6 months VMR Southport has totally upgraded its telephone system, an internet upgrade is now linking VMR to the SWT, however there are a few issues with this, and work is being done to create a new VMR Southport website. Its all been very busy, but this was very drastically overdue to happen.

The Go-Pro cameras are not getting enough use. Please wear them on every job you go on. VMR needs the promotional footage.

		Martin Walsh



		6.4

		SEARCH & RESCUE COORDINATOR

		Been a fairly hectic period with Easter etc. 4800L of fuel used for the month for just over 80 hours use of the boats. Fairly average.

There has been 1 incident this month. Awaiting a report from the Skipper involved, then will be taken further if required.


Very important that all incidents are reported, no matter how small. 


Still looking for Skippers and Crews for callouts. Any time you can give would be appreciated.

		Merv Handley



		6.5

		RADIO OPERATORS CONTROLLER

		Absent

		Bev Weldon



		6.6

		COMMUICATIONS CONTROLLER

		Advised that all the radios / communications gear is running well.

Contact John with any problems.

		John MacDonald



		6.7

		OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

		BOATS - All good - Fibreglass repairs to be done tommorrow on MR 1 and MR 2.


Otherwise believe everything is going perfectly.


SANCTUARY COVE BOATSHOW - 


Only 2 weeks away - All crews should know by now what days and what times they are working.


All Duty Skippers will get an email on Friday to distribute to crews. This will cover everything you need to know, pickup points, uniforms to wear etc.


If you need to make travel arrangements outside of the ordinary, you need to email me and let me know what you want. Happy to accommodate this but you have to put it in writing so I dont forget.


Looking for a big effort, as always



		Glenn Norris



		6.8

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 1

		Nothing to report

		Alan Coy



		6.9

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 2

		Nothing to report

		Helen Stanfield



		6.10

		PRESIDENT

		Advised that VMR Southport will not be responsible for re-imbursing members who damage, lose or misplace their own personal computers, mobile phones etc while at VMR. VMR has its own property for the use of its members so this should be used, rather than members using their own personal items. Personal items should always be left securely at VMR.

		Dave Macdonald 



		6.11

		UNIT TRAINING 

CO-ORDINATOR

		Advised that MRQ are conducting Skipper revalidations at Southport in the very near future. A new updated assessment has been produced and will be distributed asap.

This is not something to be worried about.


The Senior Skippers have offered to convene a Tuesday night training session to prepare any Skippers for this. Let Ken know if you would like to participate.


The monthly Tuesday night training schedule is on the Notice Board near the sign in book.


If you need to do any modules make sure you check this to see course availability, then contact the Course Instructor to advise them you will be attending the Course.



		Ken Gibbs





		7.0

		GENERAL BUSINESS

		ACTION BY



		

		Glenn Norris – VMR Golf Evening, Tuesday May 23, All welcome. Let me know if you would like to play.

Anyone wanting uniforms, please see me after the meeting


Merv Handley – There will be a State of Origin evening on Wednesday 31 May. Everyone is welcome. 1900hrs food, game on the big screen at 2000hrs. Members free, $10 non members. Bring the family.

Items from the kitchens are still going missing. Please make this cease immediately or action will be taken.

		:


Everyone!


Webmaster


New 


Recruits





		8.0

		Lucky Door Prize – Scozzie





		Meeting Closed       22015 hours

		Next Meeting 1900 hrs on  Tuesday 06/06/17



		Minutes Signed          





		Next Forum Minutes Keeper is – Glenn Norris

Next Forum BBQ – YELLOW  CREW
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